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ABSTRACT

An artificial neural network has been used together with dynamic programming for time
alignment to recognise continuous speech. The network has been trained to either recognise
38 Swedish phonemes or seven or nine quasi-phonetic features. The speech input consists of
10 ms spectral frames coming from a bark scaled filter bank having 16 filters in the range 200
to 5000 Hz. In order to use acoustic information from the context of the frame being
classified also some neighbouring frames of the filter-bank output is used as input to the net.
The phoneme recognition rate on the 10 ms frame level increases from 51 7o coffect frames
to 66 Vo colrect frames by increasing this input window from 10 ms to 70 ms.

The output activations of the phoneme nets are shown to be proportional to the probability of
making correct classifications. The output of the feature nets are converted to phoneme
activations by multiplying the output activations of the features with each other, according to
the feature specification of each phoneme. If the feature should be ON the feature activation
is taken direcfly from the net output and if the feature should be OFF [1 - activation] is used
instead. All these feature activations are multiplied together and normalised for each phoneme
in each frame. These derived phoneme activations are also shown to be proportional to the
prob ability of m aking c orrec t classifi cations.

The phoneme activations are fed to the word and syntax recognition part of the recognition
system, which is based on a dynamic programming procedure to find the best path through a

finite-state net. The network defines possible word sequences at the phoneme level. Optional
pronunciations are realised as parallel branches. Typical ranges of phoneme duration are used
explicitly in the DP algorithm to limit the search.

We have used 50 three digit sequences for one male speaker to test the word recognition
performance of the syst€m. Using a phoneme net and a l0 ms input window results in 977o

correct digits while a phoneme net with 50 ms input window gives 100 Vo correct recognition.

A feature net with l0 ms input window and seven features gave only 87 Vo recognition. The
main problem was that several vowels had identical feature sets, making them confusable for
the higher level processing. A more discriminating feature system with nine features was then
designed and trained with a 50 ms input window resulting in 98 Vo recognitton. All effors
were due to substitutions between short and long E-vowels, which had identical features sets.

However, one would expect features to be more robust across speakers than phonemes and we
will therefore continue our experiments with more speakers, to examine if this hypothesis is
valid.
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